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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

 

How to lay Zellige tiles 

Open several boxes and randomly mix Zellige tiles with multiple tones and textures of the 

colour selected. 

The surface should be well prepared and levelled before placing the Zellige. 

Evenly apply flexible adhesive for ceramics on the surface and on the back of the tile. 

Alternatively fix the Zellige with silicone. 

Position the tiles by hand, leaving no joint (edge to edge) without using tile spacers, looking 

for the harmony of the whole 

Once the tile are placed, spread very liquid grout cement over the surface, with a rubber 

spatula, insisting on filling the spaces between the tiles. Dyed grout may be used. 

After a brief drying, carefully remove the excess cement with a damp sponge. Remove the 

remaining joint cement with a dry cloth carefully rubbing by hand. 

Zellige tiles can be easily cut in an angle with a diamond disc and water. 

 

Zellige on floors 

Zellige tiles can be laid on floors, in light traffic areas where the tiles would not be exposed to 

impacts. 

Particular attention should be paid to the application of the adhesive on the floor and back of 

the tiles to ensure perfect bonding between Zellige tile pieces and concrete slab. 

 

Zellige in showers and swimming pools 

Surface in direct contact with water: Swimming pools, shower floors and walls, fountains, 

worktops. Ensure the surface laid on is waterproof, stable and rigid prior to the installation of 

the Zellige tiles. Use adhesive cement and grout fit for these wet spaces. 
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Zellige maintenance 

Glazed Zellige tiles do not require specific maintenance, they may be cleaned like any other 

types of glazed ceramic tiles. 

 

Important notes regarding « Metallic Zellige » 

"Metallic colour" Zellige are clay tiles covered with a metallic film and protected by a 

synthetic varnish. The metallic tiles must be carefully installed, without hammering and 

avoiding abrasive situations, to limit the risk of posterior oxidation. "Metallic colour" tiles 

cannot be cut on-site. Mosaic del Sur may manufacture upon request special parts and cut 

to measure pieces in metallic finish according to your requirements. 

Neutral pH products are recommended for cleaning. 
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